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    P. Sutherland (Epact Music, BMI)
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Endless Chain

Outside the window I saw the clothesline
Full of old quilts and no two the same
Flapping and flying in the wind they were talking
Like women a-working 'round a quilting frame
A midsummer circus of crazy colors,
Their strange old names I could hear them call:
Jacob's Ladder - Drunken Path
Robbing Peter to Pay Paul
Dusty Miller - Ducks and Ducklings
Woods in Autumn - Wild Geese Flying

Crazy Anne and Old Log Cabin
Puzzling patterns from a simpler time.
Bits and pieces from bolts and boxes
Laid out straighter than a schoolbook rhyme
Strips cut out with a new-made template
Scissors gleaming in the oil lamp light
Patient fingers taking tiny stitches
In the stillness of a snowy night
Honeycomb - Harvest Home
Maple Leaf - Memory Wreath

A stitch in time, an apple a day
A penny saved is a penny earned
Make it do or do without it
These were the lessons that our old folks learned
Stored 'em away through a long hard winter
But a season for grownin's come around once more
Our hands learn work their old tools teach us
Our feet hear music in their old wood floor
Eight Hands Round - Swing in the Center
Texas Star - Bucksaw

One more dance with your favorite partner
To one more chorus from the fiddler's bow
Follow the plow, the pen, the needle
For one more year and down one more row
The Tree of Life the Hand of Friendship
Stepping Stones in an Endless Chain
Cut the strings that make you dance
You will still be dancing just the same
Save All - Mill Wheel
Harvest Sun - Crescent Moon
Crosses and Losses
Grandmother's Flower Garden
Forbidden Fruit Trees
Four Little Birds - Storm At Sea - Pine Tree
Barn Raising - Horn of Plenty
Hovering Hawks - Cox Comb
Home - Game of Hearts - Hearts
Reel - Rose Wreath - Oak Tree
Temperance Tree - Legacy - Lost Ship
Baby's Blocks - Children's Delight
Cupid's Arrow - Lover's Knot
Bachelor's Puzzle - Old Maid's Dream - Hour Glass
Moss Rose - Rose in Bud - Carolina Rose
Prairie Rose - Rose of Sharon
Rose of Dixie - Love Rose
Stars Within Stars - Morning Star
Shooting Star - Evening Star - Compass Star
Wonder of the World - Wandering Foot
Wonder of the Sky - Wanderer's Path
Tree of Life - Hand of Friendship
Stepping Stones
Endless Chain
1. Plum Creek / The New Waltz  5:53
2. Little Potato  3:36
3. Mountain Field  2:41
4. The Way You Paint / Narnia  4:24
5. Daniel's Dream / Trip To Portland / The Second Story  7:10
6. North Dakota Sunrise  3:08
7. Morningtime  3:34
8. Quetico / The Alleys  5:48
9. Fiddler's Hymn / Christmas Break  4:00
10. Endless Chain  4:24
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